
New Options Plus Range 



UK launch 



Introducing Options+™ 

 

Re-focus on Dr. Brown’s Natural Flow #1 benefit: 
Clinically proven to reduce colic, burping, and 
wind with the 100% vacuum-free internal vent 
system. 

Options + bottles have a new breast-like teat for 
more natural feeding 

Sturdier parts which are easier to use 

Designed to grow with baby – the internal vent 
can be removed once baby has grown out of colic 



Anti-colic benefits 

Dr. Brown’s has been trusted by parents & HCP’s around the world for over 
20 years to reduce colic. The proven internal vent system continues to 
deliver  100% vacuum-free feeding by removing air from the bottle. 



Less Colic, More Sleep 

Not all  
vented bottles  

are created equal. 

Dr. Brown’s® vented bottles are 100% vacuum-
free, providing air free feeding that reduces 
uncomfortable gas buildup in baby’s tummy. 

Vacuum-Free Feeding for 
Better Sleeping 

Happy feeding™. Happy sleeping™. 
A happy, full tummy from an air-free 
feeding is a sleepy baby's best friend. 



New Options+ Teat 

Introducing the new breast-like 
teat to promote a better latch 
and less nipple/teat confusion. 
 
Designed alongside medical 
professionals and borrowed 
from nature, the correctly 
contoured design is made of soft 
silicone that is flexible at the tip 
and gradually firms, helping 
baby comfortably latch and 
avoid nipple/teat confusion. 
Every aspect of this bottle gives 
baby a more breast-like feeding 
experience. 

NEW! 
breast-like 

teat 
for more natural 

feeding 



Improved Design 

Added indent 
in cap makes it 

easy to take 
off with one 

hand! 

New grip 
added to collar 

to make 
assembly 

easier 

New teat 
design gives 

bottle a sleek, 
modern look 

Each bottle will include a travel 
disk to help protect from leaks 
during travel and transport 



Options to Options+ 
Comparison 
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Options to 
Options+ 

Comparison 
Options + 

Return of the 
Travel disc 



The anti-colic benefits 
of the internal vent 

system 
PLUS 

The convenience to 
remove the parts once 

baby’s feeding develops 
 
 

Prevention is better 
than cure –  

use Dr Brown’s  
 from day one! 

 

Use with or without the vent 



The new look of Options+ 

Bespoke UK packaging 

The new packaging is manufactured with 100% recycled paperboard 



Questions? 

Happy feeding. 


